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Helpful Veterinary Anatomy Textbook.

This book absolutely SAVED my veterinary anatomy grade. Each bodily system is covered, with

descriptions of structures that correspond to extremely accurate drawings. It shows comparative

features between dogs, horses, cows, and other animals. The best part about this book is that the

drawings are easily colored. I used colored pencils to coordinate the labels to their corresponding

structures. The book itself also withstood a lot of use this semester, from being shoved in my

backpack, so having anatomy lab fluids spilled on it! Pasquini is amazing.

I have not yet used this book as I am beginning my classes this fall. However, previous veterinary

students highly recommended this book.On another note. Be cautious when you order this book! I

have now placed two orders in which the seller did not disclose the edition of the book. The first I

received was 8th edition! The second time I ordered through  Warehouse for a substantial amount

more than the cheapest listing in hopes of receiving the 11th/newest edition. (the price I paid was

only $15 less than buying it new at my local bookstore!!) And when it arrived it was the 10th edition.

I wish  would have this book listed under separate editions like most of their other textbooks. But I



am going to stick with the 10th edition and hope it all works out. I just wanted to make buyers aware

that sellers of this book don't always tell you when they are sending you not the newest edition! Buy

wisely.

I had originally bought a different anatomy book that was the one suggested by my vet school.

However, I found it too wordy, and not enough detailed pictures of the different structures. One of

my friends had this book, and I bought it soon after having a look through hers.This book was so

helpful, with detailed drawings of many different angles of all the structures in the main domestic

animals. It has lots of little tips and hints to help remember things which are brilliant, and also some

clinical information which helps remind you why it is important to learn this stuff! It also makes sure

to list the species differences to make sure you don't miss them on the drawings.It has a very good

overview of the nervous system as well, which has actually helped me understand more than any of

the lectures we had!It also has a very good section on radiography: how to look at radiographs,

what you will see, what organs would be where, etc. The ultrasound section is also fairly good.The

section on nerve blocks in horses and cattle is also handy to have a look at too.I would definitely

recommend this book for anyone studying vet med, I have used it during every year of my studies,

not just during the anatomy course.

By far the best anatomy text I have come across. I am a first year vet student, and no one explains it

better than this book. It is to the point, and you get exactly what you need. When your second

semester of anatomy rolls around and you are required to remember everything from your first

semester this book is a lifesaver.

excellent book

There was nothing wrong with the speed of service. The estimated delivery date was correct and I

got it on time. The only thing was that the picture said it was the 11th edition, but I got a 10th edition

book. That was really the only thing I was dissatisfied with.

This book has a helpful format for studying with built-in self-checking features. The seller, Pinecone,

sent the 11th edition the professor preferred, which matched the item description perfectly.

Just what I ordered - met my expectation. I would highly recommend this product to anyone. The



price could be a little more reasonable.
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